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How NVMe and Storage-class Memory are Reshaping the Storage Industry
The world is changing fundamentally and quickly
Dominos has taken over Pizza Hut because of their digital strategy - not their pizza
dough or sauce
Flash is essential for digital transformation
Real-time applications
AI
Machine Learning
Real-time analytics
All demand lower latency and higher performance and fast fabrics
Defining NVMe, SC Memory
Missed the inflection point on all-flash. Focused on hybrid flash. Entered the market
at #5 in all-flash. Now #2 in all-flash.
QLC and / or consumer SSD (Capacity Flash)
Partner with Samsung, Toshiba, etc
“If you’re a software company like us”
Storage Class Memory
First use case will be either persistent memory inside the servers, or hybrid SCM
implementations

nvmexpress.org
Non-volatile memory “Express” alternative yo SATA/SAS, runs over PCIe
NVMe SSD interface at 3.2 microseconds vs SAS SSD interface at 6.39

microseconds
- highly parallel, 64K queues with 64K queue depth

HDD as around 10ms latency (Drive, I/O, Software) vs 110 microseconds for SAS
TLC NAND SSD vs 95 microseconds NVMe TLC NAND SSD vs 7 microseconds
NVMe SCM SSD (Local)
NVMe-oF
NVMe over Fabrics is a block protocol, similar to iSCSI and FCP
- Designed for performance with low latency
NVMe specification defines:
- a PCIe register interface
- NVM Command set similar to SCSI (Read, Write, Inquiry)
NVMe over fabrics specification defines:
- NVMe command set: message and remote memory read/write model
- Transport layer abstractions for FC (FC-NVMe), InfiniBand, and RDMA, including
RDMA over Ethernet via RoCE or iWARP
NetApp EF570 all-flash array (https://www.netapp.com/us/media/ds-3893.pdf)
100Gb NVMe-oF over InfiniBand
Under 100 microseconds latencies
SCM Deployment Options
Vision for New Media as Cache for Maximum Impact
- introduce SCM as cache
- ZSSD and 3DXpoint as possible
Plexistor
Vision for Ultrafast Host System for Persistent Memory
- drastically accelerate traditional and in-memory databases
- built for emerging applications (AI, Machine Learning, High-frequency transaction
processing)

- integrated data management and automated tiering to AFF

*Santosh Rao
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/santoarao/
Architecting an Edge to Core to Cloud Data Pipeline
Early Generation Big Data Analytics Platform
Designed to deliver initial analytics solutions
- implemented as Proof of concept
- solves a point project need
Primary considerations - cost and agility
- limit up front costs and get system operational quickly
- scalability, availability, governance are afterthoughts
Typical approach - cloud or commodity infrastructure
Ends up becoming final architecture
Leading to unpredictable role as copies manifest
3-5 replicas copied across LoB, Functions
Early Generation Analytics Platform Challenges
- unpredictable performance
- inefficient storage utilisation
- media and node failures
- total cost of ownership
- not enterprise ready
- storage and compute tied (creates imbalance)
Extending the data pipeline from edge to core to cloud
Edge - initial point of data collection and aggregation
Core - dedicated hardware, private cloud deployments
Public Cloud - hosted as-a-service solutions; long-term data archival

Next Generation Data Pipeline
Unified Insights across LoBs and Functions
- unified enterprise data lake
- federate data sources across 2nd and 3rd platform
- in-place access to data pipeline (copy avoidance)
- spans across edge, core and cloud
- future proof to allow shifts in architecture
Deployment - PoC at LoB, scale for production use
- scale edge, core and cloud as a single pipeline
- predictable availability
- governance, data protection, security on data pipeline
Lowest TCO over life of solution

Data Pipeline Requirements
Edge
- Massive data (few TB/device/day)

- Real-time Edge Analytics / AI
- Ultra Low Latency
- Network Bandwidth
- Smart Data Movement
Core
- Ultra high IO bandwidth (20 - 200+ GBps)
- Ultra-low latency (micro - nanosecond)
- Linear scale (1 - 128 node AI)
- Overall TCO for 1-100+ PB
Cloud
- Cloud analytics, AI/DL/ML
- Consume and not operate
- cloud vendor vs on-premises stack
- cost-effective archive
- need to avoid cloud lock-in
All Infrastructure Guiding Principals: 5 Factors
1. Choice of Filesystem (Lustre, HDFS, GPFS, NFS)
2. Ability to federate diverse data sources both structured and un-structured
3. Smart Data Movement
4. Data as a Service
5. Leading Edge Performance (NVMe, NVMe/F, NVDIMM, 3DXPoint)
Tech Topics: 10 Dimensions of AI infrastructure
1. Both random and sequential IO
2. Ultra low latency for Inference
3. Ultra high bandwidth / parallelism for Training
4. Linear scale single namespace and metadata
5. Client side caching for iterative scans
6. Copy avoidance
7. In-place access to Data (HPC, Analytics, AI/DL)
8. Availability of smart data movement
9. Service levels across models
10. Model serving with isolation capabilities

https://blog.netapp.com/accelerate-i-o-for-your-deep-learning-pipeline/

Data Pipeline for AI / Deep Learning

*Jeff - ONTAP Update: What’s new in 9.3?
Simplify Data Management for any application, anywhere
NetApp ONTAP 9.0, 9.1, 9.2
- NetApp ONTAP FabricPool
- NetApp ONTAP FlexGroup
- ONTAP Select and ONTAP Cloud software
- Optimisations for performance and low latency
- Support for 15TB SSD
- inline data compaction, and expanded deduplication
- NetApp RAID-TEC technology
- NetApp Volume Encryption (NVE) and onboard key management
- 10 minute setup
- QoS minimum, and headroom
- MetroCluster enhancements
- SnapLock software
- 12-node SAN clusters

And more ...
NetApp ONTAP 9.3 - Modernise your data management
Performance assurance made easier
- adaptive QoS: Automatically adapt QoS levels to changes in the workload
- simplify set-up with streamlined application of QoS policies
Over 40% Higher Performance - now 850K IOPS for AFF HA Pair
- ONTAP optimisations and path parallelisation deliver more IOPS, lower latency
30% Higher Storage Efficiency
- optimised deduplication further increases space savings
Even stronger security, plus new compliance capabilities
- higher protection: external key management for NVE, multi-factor authentication
- apply compliance policies for legal holds and event-based retention
NetApp ONTAP SDS
Software-defined Storage on Commodity Servers
- Flexible capacity based license
- runs on all-flash or hybrid AF systems
Remote Office Configuration
- 2-node HA
- low cost VMware license
ONTAP Select virtual NAS (vNAS) capabilities
- enterprise file services for VMware-based platforms
- single-node support fro HCI deployments, VMware vSAN, and external SAN
storage
NetApp ONTAP More Cloud - available for Azure and AWS
SDS in the cloud
- pay-as-you-use flexible cost structure
- high-availability option (AWS)
- supports SSD- and HDD-based storage services
New ways to use the cloud
- great for DevOps and cloud disaster recovery
- enhance cloud storage with NAS, Snapshot copies, clones, etc
- minimise cloud footprint with advanced data reduction
- enable easy data movement between on-premises and cloud

1PB of storage
<1ms latency performance to all data
19 times smaller footprint
11 times lower power consumption
No tuning for performance
6 month payback
NetApp ONTAP FabricPool
Reduce Storage costs without administrative overhead
- up to 40% savings in storage TCO
- simple to set up and manage: no complex policies
ONTAP 9.2 - Phase 1
- tier inactive data from primary Snapshot copies and secondary system
- supported on AFF and all-SSD FAS aggregates
- tier to public cloud (AWS) and private cloud (StorageGRID)
NetApp ONTAP Assurance
Streamline setup of QoS policies
- leverage three pre-set policies (Extreme, Performance, Value)
- or create your own policies
- each policy defined by peak and expected IOPS/TB, minimum IOPS
Automatically adapt QoS resources to workload changes
- As # of TB for the workload increase/decrease
Use total storage resources more efficiently
- shift freed up IOPS to other workloads
Supported on AFF and FAS
NetApp ONTAP Security
Software encrypt on any volume, any disk
- FAS, AFF, and ONTAP Select
- Lower cost: no need for hardware self-encrypting drives
- More granular: volume level
- Onboard key manager
Leverage storage efficiency features

- deduplication, compression, compaction
Future proof encryption solution
- software updates will keep the algorithms up to date

